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Learn Korean More Effectively with Our Core Grammar
Lessons! From saying the basic greetings, to counting
numbers, and to having simple yet natural conversations
in Korean, you can learn the basics of the Korean
language with this textbook.
Have you ever considered learning Korean, but been put
off by the unusual look of the characters? Don't let
yourself be scared away! Korean has been called "the
most logical language there is," and with this friendly and
thorough introduction you will soon see why. The best
way to learn Korean—this book uses a lighthearted,
humorous approach. Korean for Beginners starts by
showing you just how reasoned and logical the Korean
alphabet, hangeul, actually is, and helps you master it
faster than you learned the English alphabet. Realistic
situations you might encounter in Korea in Koreanspeaking environments are described, and new words
are explained in terms of how you'll find them useful to
communicate. Numerous illustrations enliven the text,
downloadable audio lets you listen and repeat phrases in
the book. Soon you'll be able to say with pride, "I know
Korean!" Features of Korean for Beginners are: Learn to
read Korean writing with ease. Practical phrases help
you converse with confidence. A lighthearted "guide"
walks you through, bringing the language to life.
Downloadable audio with native Korean speakers help
you to speak Korean like a pro. As the more than 1
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million Americans who speak Korean can attest, the
Korean language is here to stay, and generations of
young (and older) adults are determined to learn it. This
book is for people who want a grasp of how to speak,
write and understand Korean—and who want to enjoy
things while they're at it!
This intermediate level text has been developed in
accordance with performance-based principles,
contextualization, use of authentic materials,
function/task-orientedness, and balance between skill
getting and skill using. Each topic covers punctuation,
grammar and new words and expressions.
University of Hawai'i Press' online catalog at
www.Uhpress.Hawaii.Edu contains links to online audio
files for all of the texts listed below.
The first volume of its kind to treat specifically the critical
role of language in Korean culture and society. An
introductory chapter provides the framework of the
volume, defining language, culture, and society and their
interrelatedness and presenting an overview of the
Korean language vis-à-vis its culture and society from
evolutionary and dynamic perspectives.
This is a thoroughly revised edition of Integrated Korean:
Intermediate 2, the fourth volume of the best-selling
series developed collaboratively by leading classroom
teachers and linguists of Korean. All the series’ volumes
have been developed in accordance with performancebased principles and methodology—contextualization,
learner-centeredness, use of authentic materials, usageorientedness, balance between skill getting and skill
using, and integration of speaking, listening, reading,
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writing, and culture. Grammar points are systematically
introduced in simple but adequate explanations and
abundant examples and exercises. Each situation/topicbased lesson of the main texts consists of model
dialogues, narration, new words and expressions,
vocabulary notes, culture, grammar, usage, and English
translation of dialogues. In response to comments from
hundreds of students and instructors of the first edition,
this new edition features a more attractive two-color
design with all new photos and drawings and additional
exercises that focus on vocabulary and grammar.
Lessons are now organized into two main sections, each
containing a conversational text (with its own vocabulary
list) and a reading passage. The accompanying
workbook, newly written, provides students with
extensive skill-using activities based on the skills learned
in the main text. Integrated Korean is a project of the
Korean Language Education and Research Center
(KLEAR) with the support of the Korea Foundation. In
addition to the five-level Integrated Korean textbooks and
workbooks, volumes include Korean Composition,
Korean Language in Culture and Society, Korean
Reader for Chinese Characters, Readings in Modern
Korean Literature, Selected Readings in Korean, and A
Resource for Korean Grammar Instruction.
Do you want to perfect your Korean handwriting? Do you
need a trustworthy resource to teach your small children
to trace the Korean alphabet? Then this workbook is the
perfect companion for your studies. In it, you'll find all the
modern Korean consonants and vowels, both isolated
and arranged within syllables. Your benefits: Clear large
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letters make it easy to recognize even the most detailed
of the Korean characters. Detailed stroke order
instructions provide you with a strong foundation to build
your skills. Dedicated "Trace and Learn" sections are
designed to imprint proper stroke technique unto your
muscle memory. Font variations train your brain to
recognize alternative character styles. As a bonus, for
each character, you'll find an extra 8.5 x 11 inches page
fully dedicated to the handwriting practice of that shape
and syllables containing that shape both with and without
guiding background light-gray letters. Feel free to
photocopy these bonus pages as you wish to extend the
lifetime value of your workbook. In the last 25 pages of
the workbook you'll find carefully selected high-frequency
Korean syllables to allow you to train the handwriting of
some of the most common building blocks of Korean
words. Special information: Like with all Lang
Workbooks, this work is also a labor of love. Accordingly,
if you are a teacher, a student of Korean, or
homeschooling your children, then you can photocopy
any part of this workbook for your own, or your students,
personal use. Learning to write the Hangul script by
heart has never been made easy.
The best-selling Integrated Korean textbook series from
KLEAR is developed collaboratively by leading
classroom teachers and linguists of Korean. All series'
volumes have been developed in accordance with
performance-based principles and methodologycontextualization, learner-centeredness, use of authentic
materials, usage-orientedness, balance between skill
getting and skill using, and integration of speaking,
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listening, reading, writing, and culture. Grammar points
are systematically introduced in simple but adequate
explanations and abundant examples and exercises.
Each situation/topic-based lesson of the main texts
consists of model dialogues, narration, new words and
expressions, vocabulary notes, culture, grammar, usage,
and English translation of dialogues. In response to
comments from hundreds of students and instructors of
the first edition, this new edition features a more
attractive two-color design with all new photos and
drawings and an additional lesson and vocabulary
exercises. Lessons are now organized into two main
sections, each containing a conversational text (with its
own vocabulary list) and a reading passage. The
accompanying workbook, newly written, provides
students with extensive skill-using activities based on the
skills learned in the main text.
Developed collaboratively by leading classroom teachers
and linguists of Korean, High Intermediate replaces
Advanced Intermediate as the third-year textbook in the
popular Korean language-learning series Integrated
Korean. All volumes are developed according to
performance-based methodology and principles:
contextualization, learner-centeredness, use of authentic
materials, function/task-orientedness, balance between
skill-getting and skill-using, and integration of speaking,
listening, reading, writing, and culture. Grammar points
are systematically introduced with simple but adequate
explanations and abundant examples and exercises.
Each situation/topic-based lesson consists of objectives,
pre-lesson topics, and conversation reading, further
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reading, and culture sections. Conversation and reading
sections contain comprehension questions, grammar
and usage, activities, and English translations.
Vocabulary for each lesson appears conveniently at the
bottom of the page. Integrated Korean is a project of the
Korean Language Education and Research Center
(KLEAR) with the support of the Korean Foundation. In
addition to the five-level Integrated Korean textbooks and
workbooks, volumes include Korean Reader for Chinese
Characters, Korean Composition, Selected Readings in
Korean, Readings in Modern Korean Literature, Korean
Language in Culture and Society, and A Resource for
Korean Grammar Instruction. A dictionary of Korean
grammar and usage is forthcoming. Audio files for High
Intermediate may be downloaded in MP3 format at
https://www.kleartextbook.com.
This is a thoroughly revised edition of Integrated Korean:
Beginning 1, the first volume of the best-selling series
developed collaboratively by leading classroom teachers
and linguists of Korean. All series’ volumes have been
developed in accordance with performance-based
principles and methodology—contextualization, learnercenteredness, use of authentic materials, usageorientedness, balance between skill getting and skill
using, and integration of speaking, listening, reading,
writing, and culture. Grammar points are systematically
introduced in simple but adequate explanations and
abundant examples and exercises. Each situation/topicbased lesson of the main texts consists of model
dialogues, narration, new words and expressions,
vocabulary notes, culture, grammar, usage, and English
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translation of dialogues. In response to comments from
hundreds of students and instructors of the first edition,
this new edition features a more attractive two-color
design with all new photos and drawings and an
additional lesson and vocabulary exercises. Lessons are
now organized into two main sections, each containing a
conversational text (with its own vocabulary list) and a
reading passage. The accompanying workbook, newly
written, provides students with extensive skill-using
activities based on the skills learned in the main text.
Audio files for this volume may be downloaded on the
web in MP3 format at http://www.kleartextbook.com. A
set of CDs is also available for purchase.
Korean From Zero! is a fun, innovative, and integrated
approach to learning Korean created by professional
interpreter George Trombley, Korean linguist Reed
Bullen, Professor Myunghee Ham, and Sunhee Bong.
Using up-to-date and easy-to-grasp grammar, Korean
From Zero! is the perfect course for current students of
Korean as well as absolute beginners. Features of the
book: * Integrated Workbook with Answer Key * MP3
Audio * Online Support * Over 600 New Words and
Expressions * Learn to Read and Write Hangul *
Extensive Grammar * 90 Adjectives and Verbs Detailed *
Bilingual Glossaries with Hangul and English ...and much
more!
This work, first published in 1994, provides a framework
which covers the major aspects of contemporary
standard Korean and allows cross-language
comparisons. It offers a wide-ranging and
comprehensive grammatical description of Korean,
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covering syntax, morphology, phonology,
ideophone/interjections and lexicon.
This book accompanies KLEAR’s Integrated Korean text
series. It contains nearly 1,000 activities on 160 of the
most commonly used grammar patterns for beginning
and intermediate levels, all sorted by alphabetical order,
as well as topics for comprehensive grammar instruction
using an interactive approach. Nearly 40 practical
activities and lesson ideas for advanced levels are also
included. These activities are sorted by skill orientation
(e.g., speaking-oriented, reading-oriented, etc.), which
will allow them to be used with any Korean-language
textbook published in the U.S., Korea, or elsewhere.
Instructors who teach Korean as a foreign language in
colleges, secondary schools, and community schools
and even as private tutors will welcome the easy-to-use
grammar activities, which provide practical guidelines for
both new and experienced teachers. These lessons
reflect the current trend among Korean-language
learners in U.S. universities, where, traditionally, primary
learners were students of Korean heritage. In recent
years, the number of non-heritage learners has
increased and thus, to meet their needs, activities with
different degrees of difficulty are provided for each
grammar pattern and topic enabling instructors to select
those most suitable to their students’ needs. A
Resource for Korean Grammar Instruction is divided into
two main parts: 1) activities by forms for beginning and
intermediate levels; and 2) activities by skill for more
advanced levels. The first part includes greetings and
Hangul, sentence endings, clausal endings, other
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suffixes, particles, and more. The second covers
vocabulary-oriented activities, speaking/listening
activities, reading-oriented activities, and writing-oriented
activities. Supplementary instructional materials such as
Power Point presentations, video clips, photos and
images, and sample quizzes are available free for
download at www.kleartextbook.com under the Instructor
section after a simple login.
Developed collaboratively by leading classroom teachers
and linguists of Korean, High Intermediate replaces
Advanced Intermediate as the third-year textbook in the
popular Korean language-learning series Integrated
Korean. All volumes are developed according to
performance-based methodology and principles:
contextualization, learner-centeredness, use of authentic
materials, function/task-orientedness, balance between
skill-getting and skill-using, and integration of speaking,
listening, reading, writing, and culture. Grammar points
are systematically introduced with simple but adequate
explanations and abundant examples and exercises.
Each situation/topic-based lesson consists of objectives,
pre-lesson topics, and conversation, reading, further
reading, and culture sections. Conversation and reading
sections contain comprehension questions, grammar
and usage, activities, and English translations.
Vocabulary for each lesson appears conveniently at the
bottom of the page. Integrated Korean is a project of the
Korean Language Education and Research Center
(KLEAR) with the support of the Korean Foundation. In
addition to the five-level Integrated Korean textbooks and
workbooks, volumes include Korean Composition,
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Korean Language in Culture and Society, Korean
Reader for Chinese Characters, Readings in Modern
Korean Literature, A Resource for Korean Grammar
Instruction, and Selected Readings in Korean. Audio files
for this volume may be downloaded in MP3 format at
https://www.kleartextbook.com.
Korean Made Simple is a book for anyone who wishes to
begin learning the Korean language. No matter your age,
you can learn how to read, write, speak and understand
Korean. Learn the Korean writing system, Korean
culture, and even history. Learn over 1,000 vocabulary
words and phrases through 20 in-depth and fun lessons,
filled with plenty of examples. Additionally, practice
sections with answer keys are built into every chapter.
This book also contains additional advanced level notes
for more skilled Korean speakers looking for a review of
basic grammar and concepts, including a full appendix
covering sound change rules. Audio files for the book are
also available for free download from gobillykorean.com.
Start your exciting journey into the Korean language
today. Let's learn Korean!
Stressing the fundamental structural features of
contemporary spoken Russian, these eighteen audiolingual lessons primarily employ imitation and repetition
exercises. Also included are reading selections, a
pronunciation guide, a Russian-English vocabulary, and
an index -- all keyed to the first-year studies of a twoyear speaking proficiency program.
The revised second edition of Basic Korean: A Grammar
and Workbook is an accessible reference grammar and
workbook in one volume. The text can be used in
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conjunction with any primary textbook, both as a practice
book to reinforce learning and as a reference guide to
the basics of Korean grammar. This book is comprised of
26 units covering key aspects of Korean grammar
students would expect to encounter in their first year
learning the language. Grammatical descriptions are
followed by examples and exercises which allow
students to reinforce and consolidate their learning. This
new edition has been updated and enhanced to include
more varied exercises and contemporary vocabulary and
dialogues. Clearly presented and user-friendly, Basic
Korean provides readers with the essential tools to
express themselves in a wide variety of situations,
making it an ideal reference grammar and practice
resource for both beginners and students with some
knowledge of the language.
Presenting a range of ethnographic case studies from
around the globe, this edited collection offers new ways
of thinking about the interconnectivity of gender, place,
and emotion in musical performance.
This workbook accompanies Integrated Korean: High
Intermediate 1, the fifth volume of the best-selling series
developed collaboratively by leading classroom teachers
and linguists of Korean. All volumes are developed
according to performance-based methodology and
principles: contextualization, learner-centeredness, use
of authentic materials, function/task-orientedness,
balance between skill-getting and skill-using, and
integration of speaking, listening, reading, writing, and
culture. Grammar points are systematically introduced
with simple but adequate explanations and abundant
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examples and exercises. Each situation/topic-based
lesson consists of objectives, pre-lesson topics, and
conversation, reading, further reading, and culture
sections. Conversation and reading sections contain
comprehension questions, grammar and usage,
activities, and English translations. Integrated Korean is
a project of the Korean Language Education and
Research Center (KLEAR) with the support of the Korea
Foundation. In addition to the five-level Integrated
Korean textbooks and workbooks, volumes include
Korean Composition, Korean Language in Culture and
Society, Korean Reader for Chinese Characters,
Readings in Modern Korean Literature, A Resource for
Korean Grammar Instruction, and Selected Readings in
Korean. Audio files for this volume may be downloaded
in MP3 format at https: //kleartextbook.com
Hidden in the mountains of East Tennessee, an elevenyear old goes about the business of being a boy during
the summer of 1970. Within a balance of terror and
innocence, he bears silent witness to ghosts of the dead
and the cruelties of a teenage killer while local justice
plays out in a community carved from legacies of coal
mining and religion.
The first advanced Korean reading text for non-native
speakers, Selected Readings in Korean consists of
eighteen lessons on diverse, stimulating topics such as
Korean traditions, culture, and society. It is designed for
use by students who have completed the fourth-year
level in Korean (approximately five hundred class hours)
or the equivalent. Each lesson consists of six sections:
prereading group activities, which not only serve as a
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schema for efficient comprehension of the reading text to
follow, but also help students broaden their relevant
knowledge; an authentic main reading text on an
informative and interesting topic; explanations in Korean
and English of words that may be unfamiliar to students,
including words indicating abstract or culture-specific
concepts; explanations of idiomatic expressions;
extensive exercises intended to help students master the
contents of the text, new vocabulary, and grammar while
improving their composition and oral presentation skills;
and post-reading activities designed to further thinking
and group discussion on subjects related to the main
topic of the lesson. Appended are translations of the
main reading texts of all eighteen lessons and a KoreanEnglish glossary. Overall, special effort has been made
to render the volume learner-centered and learnerfriendly.
Korean is the seventh most commonly spoken language in
the U.S., and Korean heritage students—those with some
proficiency in or a cultural connection to the language through
family or community—outnumber others learning Korean at the
college level. Many schools offer a separate heritage track for
learning Korean, but until now there has been no textbook
designed specifically for heritage or accelerated curriculum
students. Integrated Korean: Accelerated 1 and 2 directly
address the linguistic needs and abilities of heritage learners
in a single academic year. Volume 1 presents lessons on
thematically organized subjects, starting with familiar topics
such as family, friends, daily routines, schoolwork, campus
activities, dining out, and shopping. Volume 2 advances to
more formal subjects beyond family and friends, such as
travel, transportation, housing, holidays, lifestyles, careers,
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and Korean history and culture. Students approach the
lessons with multi-level communicative classroom activities
and reading materials with standards-based exercises and
projects that not only address the particular language
requirements of heritage learners, but also encourage them
to participate more fully in their own family and community
life. Each volume’s textbook and workbook offer authentic
conversations and texts in both informal and formal contexts,
structured tasks, and a wealth of interesting and relevant
cultural content. Audio files for Accelerated Korean may be
downloaded in MP3 format at https://kleartextbook.com.
This workbook accompanies the thoroughly revised edition of
Integrated Korean: Beginning 2, the second volume of the
best-selling series developed collaboratively by leading
classroom teachers and linguists of Korean. All series’
volumes have been developed in accordance with
performance-based principles and
methodology—contextualization, learner-centeredness, use of
authentic materials, usage-orientedness, balance between
skill getting and skill using, and integration of speaking,
listening, reading, writing, and culture. Grammar points are
systematically introduced in simple but adequate explanations
and abundant examples and exercises. Each situation/topicbased lesson of the main texts consists of model dialogues,
narration, new words and expressions, vocabulary notes,
culture, grammar, usage, and English translation of
dialogues. In response to comments from hundreds of
students and instructors of the first edition, this new edition
features a more attractive two-color design with all new
photos and drawings and an additional lesson and vocabulary
exercises. Lessons are now organized into two main sections,
each containing a conversational text (with its own vocabulary
list) and a reading passage. The accompanying workbook,
newly written, provides students with extensive skill-using
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activities based on the skills learned in the main text.
This workbook accompanies the thoroughly revised third
edition of Integrated Korean: Beginning 2, the second volume
of the best-selling series developed collaboratively by leading
classroom teachers and linguists of Korean. All the series’
volumes have been developed in accordance with
performance-based principles and
methodology—contextualization, learner-centeredness, use of
authentic materials, usage-orientedness, balance between
skill getting and skill using, and integration of speaking,
listening, reading, writing, and culture. Grammar points are
systematically introduced in simple but adequate explanations
and abundant examples and exercises. Each situation/topicbased lesson of the main texts consists of model dialogues,
narration, new words and expressions, vocabulary notes,
culture, grammar, usage, and English translation of
dialogues. In response to comments from hundreds of
students and instructors of the second edition, this new third
edition features an attractive color design with new photos
and drawings and lesson and vocabulary exercises that have
been fully reorganized. Each lesson contains a
conversational text (with its own vocabulary list) and a
reading passage. The accompanying workbook—available
online as well as in paperback—provides students with
extensive skill-using activities based on the skills learned in
the main text. Integrated Korean is a project of the Korean
Language Education and Research Center (KLEAR) with the
support of the Korean Foundation. In addition to the five-level
Integrated Korean textbooks and workbooks, volumes include
Korean Composition, Korean Language in Culture and
Society, Korean Reader for Chinese Characters, Readings in
Modern Korean Literature, A Resource for Korean Grammar
Instruction, and Selected Readings in Korean. Audio files for
this volume may be downloaded in MP3 format at
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This is a thoroughly revised edition of Integrated Korean:
Intermediate 2, the fourth volume of the best-selling series
developed collaboratively by leading classroom teachers and
linguists of Korean. All the series’ volumes have been
developed in accordance with performance-based principles
and methodology—contextualization, learner-centeredness,
use of authentic materials, usage-orientedness, balance
between skill getting and skill using, and integration of
speaking, listening, reading, writing, and culture. Grammar
points are systematically introduced in simple but adequate
explanations and abundant examples and exercises. Each
situation/topic-based lesson of the main texts consists of
model dialogues, narration, new words and expressions,
vocabulary notes, culture, grammar, usage, and English
translation of dialogues. In response to comments from
hundreds of students and instructors of the second edition,
this new third edition features an attractive color design with
new photos and drawings and lesson and vocabulary
exercises that have been fully reorganized. Each lesson
contains a conversational text (with its own vocabulary list)
and a reading passage. The accompanying workbook
provides students with extensive skill-using activities based
on the skills learned in the main text. Integrated Korean is a
project of the Korean Language Education and Research
Center (KLEAR) with the support of the Korea Foundation. In
addition to the five-level Integrated Korean textbooks and
workbooks, volumes include Korean Composition, Korean
Language in Culture and Society, Korean Reader for Chinese
Characters, Readings in Modern Korean Literature, A
Resource for Korean Grammar Instruction, and Selected
Readings in Korean. Audio files for this volume may be
downloaded in MP3 format at https://kleartextbook.com.
This workbook accompanies the thoroughly revised third
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edition of Integrated Korean: Intermediate 1, the third volume
of the best-selling series developed collaboratively by leading
classroom teachers and linguists of Korean. All the series'
volumes have been developed in accordance with
performance-based principles and
methodology--contextualization, learner-centeredness, use of
authentic materials, usage-orientedness, balance between
skill getting and skill using, and integration of speaking,
listening, reading, writing, and culture. Grammar points are
systematically introduced in simple but adequate explanations
and abundant examples and exercises. Each situation/topicbased lesson of the main texts consists of model dialogues,
narration, new words and expressions, vocabulary notes,
culture, grammar, usage, and English translation of
dialogues. In response to comments from hundreds of
students and instructors of the second edition, this new third
edition features an attractive color design with new photos
and drawings and lesson and vocabulary exercises that have
been fully reorganized. Each lesson contains a
conversational text (with its own vocabulary list) and a
reading passage. The accompanying workbook--available
online as well as in paperback--provides students with
extensive skill-using activities based on the skills learned in
the main text. Integrated Korean is a project of the Korean
Language Education and Research Center (KLEAR) with the
support of the Korea Foundation. In addition to the five-level
Integrated Korean textbooks and workbooks, volumes include
Korean Composition, Korean Language in Culture and
Society, Korean Reader for Chinese Characters, Readings in
Modern Korean Literature, A Resource for Korean Grammar
Instruction, and Selected Readings in Korean. Audio files for
this volume may be downloaded in MP3 format at https:
//kleartextbook.com
We cover all the ?? letters in detail and give you tips on how
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to easily read Korean handwriting or fonts. This is why we
believe you will find this book super useful even if you already
know how to read Hangeul.
Do you know what the hardest thing for a Korean learner is?
Finding PROPER reading material that they can
handle...which is precisely the reason we've written this book!
You may have found the best teacher in town or the most
incredible learning app around, but if you don't put all of that
knowledge to practice, you'll soon forget everything you've
obtained. This is why being engaged with interesting reading
material can be so essential for somebody wishing to learn a
new language. Therefore, in this book we have compiled 20
easy-to-read, compelling and fun stories that will allow you to
expand your vocabulary and give you the tools to improve
your grasp of the wonderful Korean language. How Korean
Short Stories for Beginners works: - Each chapter possesses
a funny, interesting and/or thought-provoking story based on
real-life situations, allowing you to learn a bit more about the
Korean culture. - Having trouble understanding Hangul? No
problem - we provide you with the same story twice - one
version fully in Korean and the other version with English
translation added below each paragraph, allowing you to fully
grasp what you are reading! - The summaries follow a
synopsis in Korean and in English of what you just read, both
to review the lesson and for you to see if you understood
what the tale was about. - At the end of those summaries,
you will be provided with a list of the most relevant vocabulary
from that chapter, as well as slang and sayings that you may
not have understood at first glance. - Finally, you'll be
provided with a set of tricky questions in Korean, giving you
the chance to prove that you learned something in the story.
Don't worry if you don't know the answer to any - we will
provide them immediately after, but no cheating! We want you
to feel comfortable while learning Korean; after all, no
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language should be a barrier for you to travel around the
world and expand your social circles! So look no further! Pick
up your copy of Korean Short Stories for Beginners and level
up your Korean language skills right now!

This is a thoroughly revised edition of Integrated
Korean: Beginning 2, the second volume of the bestselling series developed collaboratively by leading
classroom teachers and linguists of Korean. All the
series’ volumes have been developed in
accordance with performance-based principles and
methodology—contextualization, learnercenteredness, use of authentic materials, usageorientedness, balance between skill getting and skill
using, and integration of speaking, listening, reading,
writing, and culture. Grammar points are
systematically introduced in simple but adequate
explanations and abundant examples and exercises.
Each situation/topic-based lesson of the main texts
consists of model dialogues, narration, new words
and expressions, vocabulary notes, culture,
grammar, usage, and English translation of
dialogues. In response to comments from hundreds
of students and instructors of the second edition, this
new third edition features an attractive color design
with new photos and drawings and lesson and
vocabulary exercises that have been fully
reorganized. Each lesson contains a conversational
text (with its own vocabulary list) and a reading
passage. The accompanying workbook—available
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online as well as in paperback—provides students
with extensive skill-using activities based on the
skills learned in the main text. Integrated Korean is a
project of the Korean Language Education and
Research Center (KLEAR) with the support of the
Korea Foundation. In addition to the five-level
Integrated Korean textbooks and workbooks,
volumes include Korean Composition, Korean
Language in Culture and Society, Korean Reader for
Chinese Characters, Readings in Modern Korean
Literature, A Resource for Korean Grammar
Instruction, and Selected Readings in Korean. Audio
files for this volume may be downloaded in MP3
format at https://kleartextbook.com
Korean is the seventh most commonly spoken
language in the United States, and Korean heritage
students?those with some proficiency in or a cultural
connection to the language through family or
community?make up a substantial portion of Korean
learners at the college level. Many schools offer a
separate heritage track for learning Korean, but until
now there has been no textbook designed
specifically for heritage learners as well as the
increasing number of students from diverse
backgrounds who are interested in pursuing
intensive learning to build on their prior experience
with Korean. Integrated Korean: Accelerated 1 and 2
directly address the linguistic needs and abilities of
heritage and accelerated learners in a single
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academic year. Volume 1 presents lessons on
thematically organized subjects, starting with familiar
topics such as family, friends, daily routines,
schoolwork, campus activities, dining out, and
shopping. Volume 2 advances to more formal
subjects beyond family and friends, such as travel,
transportation, housing, holidays, lifestyles, careers,
and Korean history and culture. Students approach
the lessons with multilevel communicative classroom
activities and reading materials with standardsbased exercises and projects that not only focus on
the particular language requirements of heritage
learners, but also encourage them to participate
more fully in their own family and community life.
Each volume’s textbook and workbook offer
authentic conversations and texts in both informal
and formal contexts, structured tasks, and a wealth
of interesting and relevant cultural content.
Integrated Korean is a project of the Korean
Language Education and Research Center (KLEAR)
with the support of the Korea Foundation. In addition
to the five-level Integrated Korean textbooks and
workbooks, volumes include Korean Composition,
Korean Language in Culture and Society, Korean
Reader for Chinese Characters, Readings in Modern
Korean Literature, A Resource for Korean Grammar
Instruction, and Selected Readings in Korean. Audio
files for Accelerated Korean may be downloaded in
MP3 format at https://kleartextbook.com.
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This is a thoroughly revised edition of Integrated
Korean: Intermediate 1, the third volume of the bestselling series developed collaboratively by leading
classroom teachers and linguists of Korean. All the
series’ volumes have been developed in
accordance with performance-based principles and
methodology—contextualization, learnercenteredness, use of authentic materials, usageorientedness, balance between skill getting and skill
using, and integration of speaking, listening, reading,
writing, and culture. Grammar points are
systematically introduced in simple but adequate
explanations and abundant examples and exercises.
Each situation/topic-based lesson of the main texts
consists of model dialogues, narration, new words
and expressions, vocabulary notes, culture,
grammar, usage, and English translation of
dialogues. In response to comments from hundreds
of students and instructors of the second edition, this
new third edition features an attractive color design
with new photos and drawings and lesson and
vocabulary exercises that have been fully
reorganized. Each lesson contains a conversational
text (with its own vocabulary list) and a reading
passage. The accompanying workbook provides
students with extensive skill-using activities based
on the skills learned in the main text. Integrated
Korean is a project of the Korean Language
Education and Research Center (KLEAR) with the
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five-level Integrated Korean textbooks and
workbooks, volumes include Korean Composition,
Korean Language in Culture and Society, Korean
Reader for Chinese Characters, Readings in Modern
Korean Literature, A Resource for Korean Grammar
Instruction, and Selected Readings in Korean. Audio
files for this volume may be downloaded in MP3
format at https://kleartextbook.com
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methodology—contextualization, learnercenteredness, use of authentic materials, usageorientedness, balance between skill getting and skill
using, and integration of speaking, listening, reading,
writing, and culture. Grammar points are
systematically introduced in simple but adequate
explanations and abundant examples and exercises.
Each situation/topic-based lesson of the main texts
consists of model dialogues, narration, new words
and expressions, vocabulary notes, culture,
grammar, usage, and English translation of
dialogues. In response to comments from hundreds
of students and instructors of the second edition, this
new third edition features an attractive color design
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with new photos and drawings and lesson and
vocabulary exercises that have been fully
reorganized. Each lesson contains a conversational
text (with its own vocabulary list) and a reading
passage. The accompanying workbook provides
students with extensive skill-using activities based
on the skills learned in the main text. Integrated
Korean is a project of the Korean Language
Education and Research Center (KLEAR) with the
support of the Korea Foundation. In addition to the
five-level Integrated Korean textbooks and
workbooks, volumes include Korean Composition,
Korean Language in Culture and Society, Korean
Reader for Chinese Characters, Readings in Modern
Korean Literature, A Resource for Korean Grammar
Instruction, and Selected Readings in Korean. Audio
files for this volume may be downloaded in MP3
format at https://kleartextbook.com.
This is a thoroughly revised edition of Integrated
Korean: Intermediate 1, the third volume of the bestselling series developed collaboratively by leading
classroom teachers and linguists of Korean. All
series volumes have been developed in accordance
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introduced in simple but adequate explanations and
abundant examples and exercises.
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